Abstract-Determining the capacity of multi-receiver networks with arbitrary message demands is an open problem in the network coding literature. In this paper, we consider a multi source, multi-receiver symmetric deterministic network model parameterized by channel coefficients (inspired by wireless network flow) in which the receivers compute a sum of the symbols generated at the sources. Scalar and vector linear coding strategies are analyzed. It is shown that computation alignment over finite field vector spaces is necessary to achieve the com putation capacities in the network. To aid in the construction of coding strategies, network equivalence theorems are established for the decomposition of deterministic models into elementary sub-networks. The linear coding capacity for computation is characterized for all channel parameters considered in the model for a countably infinite class of networks. The constructive coding schemes introduced herein for a specific class of networks provide an optimistic viewpoint for the application of structured codes in network communication.
It is shown that the problem of computation in single-receiver networks is related (dual) to the multicast problem and hence tractable. In the present paper, we introduce structured network coding strategies based on computation alignment for multi receiver network models where each receiver demands a sum of the source symbols. We simplify the problem by considering only a single-hop deterministic model inspired by its connection to wireless information flows.
Renewed interest in network coding has emerged recently due to the intimate connection between wireless information flow and wired networks. In [13] , specific deterministic models are introduced such as the deterministic interference channel (IC) which closely approximates the Gaussian-IC in the limit of high signal-to-noise ratio. The deterministic network model is a generalization of networks with orthogonal links in the traditional network coding literature. Further connections between wireless communication and network coding were made in [14] where Nazer et a1. introduced the compute-and forward framework in which relay nodes in a network reliably compute functions of messages. Computation alignment over real vector spaces within the compute-and-forward framework was introduced in [15] .
II. NETWORK MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
A sum-network is comprised of transmitters S {1,2 ... , lSI} and receivers T = {I, 2 ... , ITI}. 
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For this paper, we restrict attention to a class of symmetric linear deterministic models [13] for which Gs,t is the identity matrix for s = t and Gs,t = G, for s i=-t. The matrix G, E IF�xL is a downshift matrix defined by parameters 0 � 0: � 1
and G,(i,j) = 0 otherwise. The parameter 0: is constrained to be rational such that 0: � T where m E Z + . The network is characterized by parameters (m, L).
The channel model includes broadcast and superposition which allows the possibility for in-network computation. I In Figure 1 , a sum-network is shown with 151 = ITI = 2, parameters (m, L) = (5,6) and 0: = �.
Definition 4 (Decoders): Each receiver t E T observes channel output vectors {yt[i]}i =l over n channel uses. The goal for receiver t is to reconstruct � using decoder gt:
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In the regime � < 0: < 1, vector linear coding achieves higher computation rates than scalar linear coding.
Corollary 1 (Limiting Capacity): As established by Theo rem 1, there exists a discontinuity at 0: = 1 .
, the construction given in Section V-AI leads to a computation rate of R'L'fP = �. This is the optimal rate assuming linear codes over IF 2 as discussed in Section V-B.
• 1 Several related types of linear deterministic channels have been studied as approximations to Gaussian channels and networks; see [13] or [16, Chap. 6.8] for further references. Remark 1: For several types of multi-receiver networks, non-linear codes achieve higher rates than linear codes. How ever, in [17] we prove that Theorem 1 not only characterizes the linear coding capacity for computation, but indeed the full clin C computation capacity over 0
For the regime 0 � 0: � �, we describe achievable coding strategies and the converse proof.
A. Coding Strategies
If both receivers decode both messages U1 and U2, both receivers can also compute U1 EEl U2. It can be shown that the multicast capacity for transmitting both messages to both receivers for an (m, L) network is given by R1 � m, R2 � m, and R1 + R2 � L. Therefore, a lower bound on the computation rate is RcoMP ?: min {m, �} which yields R ea M!'
Decoding both messages provides the optimal coding strategy for 0 � 0: � �. In order to achieve higher computation rates, the channel structure must be exploited for in-network computation. We introduce scalar linear network coding for the regime � � 0: � �. The code construction is provided in Proof See appendix for details.
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Corollary 2: If a normalized computation rate of 'L" P = � can be attained in any model of the form (r, Proof We prove Theorem 3 by classifying network models (r, r + 1) with r 2: 2 into three different cases:
2) (r + 1) mod 3 = 1.
3) (r + 1) mod 3 = 2.
Each of these three cases is proved separately in the following sections.
1) The Case of (r + 1) mod 3 = 0: For these networks, e.g. (2, 3), (5,6), (8, 9) , (11, 12) , only scalar network coding is necessary. The channel matrix Goy for these "Gap-I" networks is a downshift matrix with I = -1 . Let k be the total number of message bits encoded by each receiver where k = 2(r i l)
to give a normalized computation rate of �. A scalar network code consists of beamforming alignment vectors {tPj }} =1 for the first transmitter and {f j }} =l for the second transmitter. Let the notation ei E IF; + ! denote the i-th coordinate vector.
Consider the following paired alignments, tP l = e l , f l = GoytP l = tP2, f2 = tP l, tP3 = e4, f3 = GoytP3 = tP4, f 4 = tP3, tPk-l = er-l ,fk-l = GoytPk-l = tPk,fk = tPk-l .
The above beamforming vectors allow two computations to be recovered at both receivers for each pair of consecutive alignment vectors {tPj,tPj +l ,fj,fj + d (j odd) which span three orthogonal subspace dimensions at each receiver. The interleaving pattern is repeated in multiples of three dimen sions and tiles the whole space of r + 1 dimensions (where (r + 1) mod 3 = 0). The alignment applies to all networks of this type.
2) The Case of (r + 1) mod 3 = 1: For these networks, e.g. (3, 4), (6, 7), (9, 10), (12, 13) , vector network coding is necessary and we show that n = 3 channel uses is sufficient. Consider first the "indecomposable" model (3, 4) as an example. Figure 3 provides one linear code over n = 3 channel uses which achieves a normalized computation rate of �. A total of 8 computations aj + bj are extracted at both receivers using only n(r + 1) = 12 transmitted symbols.
For general network models in this class, we construct a vector linear code over n = 3 channel uses. It is observed (via network equivalences) that vector coding with n = 3 for 2The symbol x denotes the concatenation of orthogonal models as by analogy to the mathematical notation JR 2 = JR x JR. an (", + 1) model is identical to scalar linear coding over the model (3,, 3 (,+ 1)). Figure 3 , we observe that 6 computations are achieved over a total of 9 dimensions at both receivers. Subtracting these 9 dimensions completely from the (18, 21) model exactly "resets" the network model to a (9,12) model for which we know that using the code construction given in Figure 3 , as many as 8 computations are possible. Thus, a total of 8 + 6 computations are possible in the (18, 21) model which yields the normalized rate � for computation. The discussed approach generalizes to all network models of this class.
3) The Case of (I + 1) mod 3 = 2: For these networks, e.g. (4, 5), (7, 8) , (10, 11) , (13, 14) , vector network coding is again necessary over n = 3 channel uses. The code for the "indecomposable" (4, 5) model is provided in Figure 4 .
For other models in this series, we repeat our reasoning.
As an example, vector coding with n = 3 for the model (7, 8 ) is equivalent to scalar linear coding for the (21, 24) model. The (21, 24) model is first "reset" by subtracting out 9 dimensions (achieving 6 computations), resulting in a (12, 15) model which is equivalent to coding for the (4, 5) model over n = 3 channel uses. Similarly, all network models of this class are "reset" to yield the indecomposable (4, 5) model. Consider an (m, L) network model with p = 2 and linear encoding and decoding operations defined over IF2. Let a � !£'. In the regime 0::; a < 1,
Proof 1) Balancing Multi-Receiver Demands: For 1 ::; j ::; k, if the function aj + bj is to be recovered at both receivers, each receiver must either decode the computation aj + bj or decode aj and bj separately (and then compute aj + bj afterward).
Consider the first receiver which observes the vector Y1 E IF� L and attempts to decode the j-th computation aj + bj. In any linear code, either 1>j = G,fj and aj + bj can be decoded together as one computation (taking up one dimension at the receiver), or 1>j i-G,fj which means aj and bj lie on two separate linearly independent vectors. Similarly, for the second receiver observing Y2 E IF� L , either G,1>j = fj or G,1>j i f j. Due to the properties of the network model, conditions involving both receivers hold in the case that a < 1 strictly and G, is not full rank:
2) Checkerboard Proof Based on the above arguments for linear coding over IF 2, only three joint configurations are possible for the following received vectors {1> j, G,f j} at the first receiver and {G,1>j, fj} at the second receiver. Let dj, l , dj,2 represent the dimension of the subspaces spanned by the received vectors at the two receivers respectively due to the j-th encoding vectors. Either (dj,l, dj,2) = (1, 2), (dj,l, dj,2) = (2, 1), or (dj,l, dj,2) = (2, 2). In order for both receivers to recover aj + bj, due to the assumption of linearity and the need for linear independence of received vectors, the received vectors {1>j,G,fj} at the first receiver must not overlap with the prior subspaces, and the received vectors {G,1>j, fj} at the second receiver must not overlap with prior subspaces. Imagine an integer square lattice that is of size nL x nL representing the maximum number of subspace dimensions at both receivers. From the origin, imagine making k moves on the board: either we take two steps to the right and one step up, or one step to the right and two steps up. By basic geometry, the maximum number of moves is bounded as 3k ::; 2nL to remain on the square grid.
VI. CONCLUSION
Computation alignment strategies were introduced for func tion multicasting in a multi-receiver sum-network. Vector and b4 b6 + bs a, + b, a3+b3+bS as + b5 + a7 + b7 + b10 ----a2 + Os ---a4 + a7 + b7 + blO a6+a8+ag+bg a7 + b7 a8+ag+bg a10 + b10 as alO bs+ag+bg This is a special case of item 1. Observe that the "Gap-3" models can be decomposed into three "Gap-I" models. 
